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Spontaneous curvature and thermodynamic stability of mixed
amphiphilic layers
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~Received 7 April 1995; accepted 23 May 1995!

The elastic behavior of mixed bilayers composed of two amphiphilic components with differen
chain length~and identical head groups! is studied using two molecular level models. In both, the
bilayer free energy is expressed as a sum of chain, head group and interfacial contributions as
as a mixing entropy term. The head group and interfacial terms are modeled using sim
phenomenological but general expressions. The models differ in their treatment of the ch
conformational free energy. In one it is calculated using a detailed mean-field molecular theory. T
other is based on a simple ‘‘compression’’ model. Both models lead to similar conclusion
Expressing the bilayer free energy as a sum of its two monolayer contributions, a thermodynam
stability analysis is performed to examine the possibility of spontaneous vesicle formation. To th
end, we expand the bilayer free energy as a power series~up to second order! in terms of the
monolayer curvatures, their amphiphilic compositions and the average cross sectional areas
molecule; all variables are coupled, with the molecular composition and areas treated as degree
freedom which are allowed to relax during bending. Using reasonable molecular interacti
parameters we find that a second order transition from a planar to a curved~vesicle! geometry in a
randomly mixed bilayer is unlikely. Most of our analysis is devoted to calculating the spontaneo
curvature and the bending rigidity of the bilayer as a function of its amphiphile chain compositio
We find that adding short chain amphiphiles to a layer of long chain molecules reduces considera
its bending rigidity, as already known from calculations involving only the chain contributions
However, we find that inclusion of head group and interfacial interactions moderates the effect
the added short chains. We also find that the bending rigidity of pure monolayers is approximat
linear in chain length, as compared to the nearly cubic dependence implied by the chain free ene
alone~at constant head group area!. Our main result involves the calculation of the spontaneous
curvature as a function of composition. We find, for different chain mixtures, that upon adding sho
chains to long chain monolayers, the spontaneous curvature first increases nearly linearly w
composition and then~beyond mole fraction of about 0.5! begins to saturate towards the
spontaneous curvature of a pure short chain layer. Qualitative arguments are provided to explain
behavior. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A planar bilayer of amphiphilic molecules is compos
of two monolayers, stuck to each other through their hyd
phobic interfaces, thus avoiding direct contact between t
amphiphile hydrocarbon tails and water.1 Yet, each mono-
layer is characterized by an equilibrium,spontaneous, curva-
ture which, in general, is nonzero. The sign of the sponta
ous curvature~say positive when the hydrocarbon-wat
interface is convex towards the water! and its magnitude are
governed by the balance of the moments associated with
lateral forces acting in the monolayer. These are the repul
forces ~steric and/or electrostatic! between the amphiphile
polar heads, the entropic~conformational! repulsion between
the hydrocarbon tails, and the attractive hydrocarbon–w
interfacial tension resulting from the van der Waals attract
between the tails. The monolayer spontaneous curvatu
generally not very different from the planar one, otherw
the amphiphiles would rather form micelles~or inverted mi-

a!Permanent address: Institut fuer Biochemie und Biophysik, Friedr
Schiller-Universitaet Jena, Philosophenweg 12, 07743 Jena, German
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cellar phases!. The curvatures of the two monolayers com
posing a bilayer are opposite in signs, and equal in magn
tude ~provided the two monolayers are identical!. At least
one of the monolayer curvatures is different from the spon
taneous one. Thus the formation of a bilayer involves
‘‘frustration’’ free energy associated with this difference. In
the case of symmetric bilayers, i.e., bilayers composed
identical monolayers, the planar geometry corresponds,
symmetry, to the minimal frustration energy. These qualita
tive notions explain why vesicle formation is generally not
spontaneous process, requiring the input of mechanical e
ergy ~e.g., by sonication! or by other means.

From the considerations above it follows that the spon
taneous curvature of thebilayer is generally zero~although
finite thickness effects can lead to spontaneous saddlel
instabilities2!. This is obviously the case in a pure~single
component! bilayer as well as in a mixed bilayer, provided
the amphiphile compositions of its two constituent monolay
ers are forced to be identical. However, if the composition
of the two monolayers are allowed to differ then, possibly
the spontaneous bilayer geometry will be nonplanar, thus f
voring the formation of finite size vesicles. Indeed, sponta

h-
3839)/3839/10/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3840 S. May and A. Ben-Shaul: Stability of mixed amphiphilic layers
neous vesicle formation has been experimentally observe
several mixed systems. For instance, a few years ago, K
et al.3 have reported spontaneous vesicle formation in m
tures of surfactants with oppositely charged head groups
similar hydrocarbon tails. Earlier, spontaneous vesicle
mation has also been reported by Gabriel and Roberts4,5 for
mixtures of long and short chain lecithins. In this latter sy
tem, the two amphiphilic components have the same h
group but differ in their hydrophobic tail length.

To explain the experiments on the mixed ionic system
Safranet al.6,7 have formulated a mean-field theory based
a free energy involving an elastic energy term and mix
entropy contribution. In the elastic energy, nonlinearity of t
spontaneous curvature as a function of composition
taken into account by an interaction parameter.~This is
equivalent to assuming a spontaneous curvature which va
linearly with composition, and a nonideal interaction ene
contribution to the free energy!. For strong enough interac
tions an instability of the symmetric bilayer state was p
dicted, implying spontaneous vesicle formation.

In a more recent paper, Porte and Ligoure8 have pre-
sented a detailed theoretical stability analysis of a mixed
layer, emphasizing the effects of finite membrane thickn
and the coupling between the bilayer curvature and the c
position difference between the two monolayers. They
press the free energy as a sum of a mixing term, an inte
tion term and a packing~elastic! free energy. The packing
free energy is equivalent to a curvature elastic energy wi
composition independent bending constant and a spont
ous curvature which varies linearly with composition.

Both experiment9 and theory10 show that the bending
modulus of a mixed amphiphilic layer can vary significan
with composition. Similar behavior is observed in diblo
copolymer layers. Based on a self-consistent field anal
and scaling arguments Dan and Safran11 have recently shown
that lamellar bilayers of diblock copolymers can be desta
lized and form vesicles by adding a small fraction of sh
chains into the bilayer. In this theory both the bending rig
ity and the spontaneous curvature depend on the bila
composition. The mixing entropy plays a minor role in th
polymeric, system. Similar behavior has earlier been p
dicted by Wang.12

In this paper we analyze the free energy of a mix
‘‘binary’’ bilayer in which the two amphiphilic component
have identical head groups but their hydrophobic tails are
different length. As usual we write the bilayer free energy
a sum of two terms corresponding to the free energies of
constituent monolayers and allow, as in Ref. 8, for molecu
exchange between the monolayers. Each monolayer free
ergy is expressed as a sum of an elastic energy and an
mixing entropy term. In the elastic energy we explicitly co
sider the composition dependence of both the bending mo
lus and the spontaneous curvature, and calculate them by
approaches. One is based on a detailedmolecular ~mean-
field! theory for chain packing statistics in membranes. T
other one is a simple phenomenological~compression!
model which accounts for the most relevant qualitat
trends of the molecular theory. One of the central results
our calculations is that the spontaneous curvature of
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬05¬Dec¬2003¬to¬132.64.1.37.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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mixed monolayer is, at least over a certain range of com
sitions, a linear function of the short chain mole fractio
Over this range the effective bending rigidity is a decreasi
function of the short chain content.

As in the case of diblock copolymers we find that th
curvature elastic free energy indeed favors the formation
vesicles. However, for the calculated values of spontane
curvature and bending rigidity we find that this is not suffi
cient to overcome the loss in mixing entropy. Based on the
calculations we conclude that spontaneous vesicle forma
in a bilayer composed of amphiphiles which only differ i
their chain length cannot take place unless the mixing
nonideal.

Our analysis of the bilayer stability with respect to cu
vature deformations is based on expanding the bilayer f
energy as a power series involving the curvature and a co
position order parameter. The latter measures the differe
in the distribution of the short chain component between t
two monolayers. Using this expansion we derive a stabil
criterion, appropriate only to the occurrence of second or
transitions. The absence of a second order instability acco
ing to this approach does not exclude the possibility of a fi
order transition. It is well known, for example, that additio
of surfactants to lipid membranes can destabilize t
bilayer13 and result, above a certain concentration, in a fi
order transition to cylindrical or spherical micelles contai
ing a larger fraction of surfactants. It should be note
however, that this kind of phase transition cannot be ac
rately analyzed using a single elastic free energy express
for the very different packing geometries involved in suc
transitions.14,15

II. THEORY

Consider an amphiphilic bilayer consisting of a lon
chain (L) and a short chain (S) component, having in mind
a phosphatidylcholine~PC! mixture of two different chain
lengths.4,5 By Nbl5NL

E1NS
E1NL

I 1NS
I we denote the total

number of molecules in the bilayer,NL
E being the number of

molecules of typeL in the external (E) monolayer,NL
I being

the number of molecules of typeL in the internal (I ) mono-
layer, etc. To examine possible transitions of the bilayer fro
its symmetric state to an asymmetric equilibrium state, it
convenient to introduce the quantities

m5~NS
E1NS

I !/Nbl,

l5~NS
E2NS

I !/Nbl, ~1!

x5~NL
E1NS

E2NL
I 2NS

I !/Nbl.

Here,m is the mole fraction of short chain molecules in th
bilayer, l is an ‘‘asymmetry’’ order parameter measurin
their distribution between the two monolayers, andx mea-
sures the difference between the total number of molecu
in the two monolayers. When a bilayer of a given compo
tion m undergoes a curvature deformation bothx andl can
vary to reduce the bending free energy involved. It is al
possible that the bilayer is destabilized, i.e., undergoe
spontaneous curvature deformation associated with a cha
in these two degrees of freedom. To this end we conside
o. 9, 1 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3841S. May and A. Ben-Shaul: Stability of mixed amphiphilic layers
spherical deformation of the bilayer in whichcbl5c1
bl5c2

bl ,
wherec1

bl and c2
bl are the principal curvatures, measured

the midplane of the bilayer. At this plane the average area
molecule isabl52Abl/Nbl, whereAbl is the area of the mid-
plane, around which allNbl molecules are assembled.

Now, we express the free energy of the bilayerFbl as a
sum of the external and internal monolayer free energ
Fbl5Fml

E 1Fml
I . Defining free energies per molecule b

f bl52Fbl/N
bl, fml

E 5Fml
E /(NL

E1NS
E), and fml

I 5Fml
I /

(NL
I 1NS

I ), this reads

f bl5~11x! fml
E 1~12x! fml

I . ~2!

Consider now a mixed monolayer composed ofN5NL1NS

molecules, and letA denote the monolayer area measured
some dividing surface with,~spherical! curvaturec. The free
energy per molecule in the mixed monolayerfml~a,c,f! is a
function of the area per moleculea5A/N, curvaturec, and
compositionf5NS/N. We write fml as a sum of an elasti
energy term and a mixing entropy contribution

fml~a,c,f!5 f el~a,c,f!1 fmix~f!. ~3!

with

f el~a,c,f!

a0~f!
5 1

2c~f!~a2a0~f!!212k~f!~c2c0~f!!2,

~4!

fmix~f!5f ln~f!1~12f!ln~12f!, ~5!

where in Eq.~5! and hereon all energies will be measured
units of kBT ~kB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the Tempera-
ture!. In Eq. ~4!, the elastic energy is expressed as a pow
series up to second order ina and c, wherec~f! is the
stretching constant of the monolayer,k~f! is the bending
rigidity with respect to a spherical deformation,c0~f! de-
notes the spontaneous curvature of a spherically bent m
layer, anda0~f! is the equilibrium area. All these constan
may be functions of composition. In Eq.~4!, the dividing
surface is chosen to be the neutral surface, correspondin
the absence of a mixed term;(a2a0)(c2c0) in Eq. ~4!.
We note thatk and c0 are simply related to the canonic
mean curvature modulusk8 and the spontaneous curvatu
c08 in the Helfrich16 form of the bending free energyf bend
5(1/2)k8(c11c22c08)

21 k̄8c1c2. Namely, k5k8
1 k̄8/2 and c052c08k8/k.

The mixing entropy term~5! always favors a disordere
state of the system. Later, it will be argued that in a mixtu
of long and short lipids, both having the same head gro
structure, the average area per molecule~measured at the
neutral surface! is nearly the same for both componen
Therefore, in Eq.~5! we have expressedfmix in terms of the
mole fractions rather than area fractions.

We denote the distance of the bilayer midplane from
neutral surface, of both the external and internal monola
by j. For nonsymmetric bilayers this definition fixes the p
sition of the midplane to be in the middle between the mo
layers neutral surfaces.

Taking into account first order changes injcbl of the
area and curvature at distancej from the midplane, we write
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬05¬Dec¬2003¬to¬132.64.1.37.¬Redistribution¬subject
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f bl~a
bl,cbl,m,x,l!

5~11x! fmlFabl 112cblj

11x
,cbl~12cblj!,

m1l

11x G
1~12x! fmlFabl 122cblj

12x
,2cbl~11cblj!,

m2l

12x G .
~6!

In writing this equation we have noted that the comp
sitions of the external and internal monolayers are given
fE5(m1l)/(11x) andf I5(m2l)/(12x), respectively,
and that the curvatures of the two monolayers have oppo
signs.

To a good approximation the area per molecule in t
monolayer is kept constant during a bending deformatio
From Eq.~6! we see that to first order injcbl this condition
is fulfilled by coupling the number of molecules to curvatu
throughx52cblj. It can be shown that this condition is sa
isfied if c0k/(a0

2cj)!1. Later on, in Sec. V we confirm this
assumption by molecular calculations.

Adopting the constant area condition, we find that t
area and curvature changes of thebilayerare decoupled. Set-
ting abl5a0

bl~m,l! and a5a0~f! ~for each monolayer!, the
bilayer and monolayer free energies are area independ
Denoting

f̃ bl~c
bl,m,l!5 f bl~a0

bl~m,l!,cbl,m,2cblj,l!,

f̃ml~c,f!5 fml~a0~f!,c,f!. ~7!

we find that, to first order incblj andl, Eq. ~6! reads

f̃ bl~c
bl,m,l!5~112cblj! f̃ml~c

bl~12cblj!,m1l22cblj!

1~122cblj! f̃ml~2cbl~11cblj!,m2l

12cblj!. ~8!

From the symmetry off̃ bl it follows immediately that the
symmetric planar bilayer~cbl50, l50! corresponds to a free
energy extremum. Whether this state is stable or not, can
determined by the thermodynamic stability conditions i
volving the second free energy derivatives

t~m!5S ]2 f̃ bl
]cbl]l

D
l50,cbl50

,

s~m!5S ]2 f̃ bl
]2l D

l50,cbl50

, ~9!

k~m!5S ]2 f̃ bl
]2cblD

l50,cbl50

.

The stability conditions ares.0, k.0, and keff.0
where the effective bending rigiditykeff is defined by

1

4a0
keff~m!5k~m!2

t2~m!

s~m!
. ~10!

This effective bending rigidity expresses the resistan
of the monolayer against curvature deformations for optim
No. 9, 1 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3842 S. May and A. Ben-Shaul: Stability of mixed amphiphilic layers
coupling of changes inl to changes in curvature given b
l52tc/s. Note thatkeff reduces to 2k in Eq. ~4! when there
is no coupling betweenl andc.

The stability condition can be expressed equivalently
terms of an effective resistanceseff against changes inl, that
is

seff~m!5s~m!2
t2~m!

k~m!
.0. ~11!

There are still the two unknown functions,k~f! and
c0~f!, contained inkeff or seff . The main part of this pape
presents a simple phenomenological model and a molec
calculation for determiningc0~f! andk~f!. It will be shown
that for a rather wide range off values~f,0.5!, c0 varies
roughly linearly withf

c0~f!5sf, ~12!

wheres is a constant~smaller than the spontaneous curvatu
of the short chain component, i.e.,s,c0~f51!!.

The expression fork~f! that will be derived in Sec. III
using the phenomenological compression model is

k~f!5kL@fr31~12f!~fr1~12f!!4#, ~13!

with r5(kC/kL)
1/3, wherekL andkC denote the bending ri

gidities of the long and short chain components.
We use Eqs.~12! and ~13! to illustrate the softening ef

fect of the composition degree of freedoml. Reasonable
values for mixtures of say 16 and 8 carbon chains~C-16/C-8!
arekL58kBT, r50.7,a0530 Å2, ands50.02 Å21. The last
value implies a radius of curvature of 50 Å for the pure sh
chain monolayer if extrapolation of~12! to f51 holds true.
Figure 1 shows the effective bending rigidity as a function
the short chain mole fraction in the bilayer. One calculat
takes explicitly into account the finite thickness of the mon
layer,j. The other corresponds to the limitj→0, often taken
as a first order approximation in phenomenological m
dels.6,7,12The thickness of the mixed monolayer, correspon
ing to the distance of the neutral surface from the bila
midplane, is taken asj'd, ~see Sec. V!. In thej→0 limit the
bilayer free energy, Eq.~8! becomes

f̃ bl~c
bl,m,l!5 f̃ml~c

bl,m1l!1 f̃ml~2cbl,m2l!. ~14!

FIG. 1. Effective bending rigiditykeff of a C-16/C-8 bilayer as a function o
the short chain mole fraction according to Eq.~10!; for kL58kBT, r50.7,
a0530 Å2, ands50.02 Å21. Thick line: no coupling~keff52k!. Dashed line:
limit of vanishing monolayer thickness. Full line: finite monolayer thic
ness.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬05¬Dec¬2003¬to¬132.64.1.37.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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This expression was used, together with Eqs.~4! and ~7! to
obtain the dashed curve in Fig. 1. One of the curves in Fig
describeskeff(m) with finite membrane effects explicitly
taken into account. It has recently been shown8 that first
order finite thickness corrections to the bending energy en
only through the saddle-splay~Gaussian! modulus and not
through the splay~mean curvature! modulus in the Helfrich
expression. Recall that the bending constant correspond
to a spherical deformation introduced in Eq.~4! indeed con-
tains k̄8, the saddle splay modulus. We note from Fig. 1 th
the finite thickness corrections strongly reducekeff , espe-
cially for smallm values. These should be attributed tok̄8.
Most importantly we note that even with the finite thicknes
correction included,keff remains positive for allm values.
Thus at least according to our model calculations, sponta
ous vesiculation in a randomly mixed bilayer of differen
chain lengths is not a likely possibility.

Finally we note that Eq.~14! can be used to derive gen-
eral expressions forkeff andseff . For example,

2seff5
1

m~12m!
22a0c0~m!2k~m!2

d2

dm2 S 1

k~m! D
14a0c0~m!k~m!

d2c0~m!

dm2 . ~15!

III. COMPRESSION MODEL FOR A MIXED
MONOLAYER

The average shape of a hydrocarbon chain in a plan
monolayer is that of a cylinder of lengthd, equal to the
monolayer thickness, and cross sectional areaa. Upon bend-
ing, the shape of the volume occupied~on the average! by
the chain becomes wedgelike~for cylindrical deformation! or
truncated conelike~for spherical deformation!. Thus the
splaylike deformation of the chain due to bending can b
related to the changes in its average length, fromd to d8, and
its area, froma to a8; see Fig. 2. These considerations, to
gether with the assumption that the hydrophobic region
incompressible have been used17 to derive a simple scaling
relation for the bending rigidity in terms of the chain lengt

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the average shape of a hydrocar
chain in a monolayer and its changes upon bending. The fixed hydrocarb
water interface is denoted bya. Curvature deformation leads to changes i
the cross sectional area (a→a8) and to a stretching deformation (d→d8).
o. 9, 1 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3843S. May and A. Ben-Shaul: Stability of mixed amphiphilic layers
n and the areaa, for pure surfactant layers. In this section w
generalize these ideas to derive a simple scaling form
k~f! andc0~f!, for mixed layers.

A. Chain contribution to the bending rigidity

We begin with the long chain limit for a flat, one com
ponent, monolayer. The free energy per moleculefml of
chain stretching can be derived based on random w
arguments.18 It scales as

fml;
d2

n
;

n

a82
, ~16!

whered is the monolayer thickness,n is the number of chain
segments, anda8 the area per chain measured, say, in t
middle of the chain region. Since the hydrophobic core
incompressiblead5a8d85nn with n denoting the volume
per chain segment~hereaftern51! and the other quantities a
defined above, see Fig. 2. We assume that the neutral sur
coincides with the hydrocarbon-water interface, so th
a5a0 is kept constant in curvature deformations. For
monolayer of curvaturec we havea8'a(12dc/2). Then,
comparing the scaling relation~16! to fml/a5(k/2)(c2c0)

2

one finds17

k;
n3

a5
. ~17!

Consider now the mixed monolayer. It can be rough
divided into two regions, of thicknessl S andd2 l S . The first
is occupied by both long and short chains, the other only
long chains, as shown in Fig. 3.

Let aL andaS denote the average cross sectional areas
the long and short chains, respectively. The average is ta
over the whole monolayer for the long chain component, a
only over the mixed chain region for the short chains. Cha
incompressibility impliesaSl S5nS and aLd5nL . Let a be
the average interfacial area per head group. Then, comp
ness of the monolayer requiresad5n̄, where n̄5fnS

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of a mixed planar monolayer. The mo
layer is divided into two regions; a mixed chain region of thicknessl S and a
long chain region of thicknessd2 l S . The average cross sectional area p
molecule in the mixed chain region is denoted byaS . The long chain has an
average cross sectional areaaL in the monolayer.nS andnL are the short and
long chain volumes, respectively.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬05¬Dec¬2003¬to¬132.64.1.37.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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1(12f)nL is the average number of segments per chai
The average free energy per chainf ch may be written as

f ch;f
nS
aS8

2 1~12f!
nL
aL8

2 . ~18!

Here,aS8 is the short chain cross sectional area measured
the middle of the mixed chain region. Similarly,aL8 is the
average area of the long chain, measured in the middle
the monolayer. We consider now a bent monolayer. A
above, we assume the interfacial area per molecule to
constant. Changes in the cross sectional areas are de
mined geometrically, implying aS8'aS(12 l Sc/2) and
aL8'aL(12dc/2). This leads to the scaling

ak~f!;f l S
2 nS
aS
2 1~12f!d2

nL
aL
2 . ~19!

Molecular calculations of chain packing in mixed bi-
layers19 reveal that the average areas of long and short cha
near the interface are roughly the same. Therefore, we u
the approximationaS5a, which leads toaL5anL/n̄. Using
these expressions foraS andaL in Eq. ~19! yields the scaling
form ~13! for the bending rigidity of the mixed monolayer.
Note that Eqs.~13! and~19! reduce tok(f50)5kL;nL

3/a5

andk(f51)5kS;nS
3/a5, as expected. The variation of the

bending rigidity withf is depicted in Fig. 4 for three differ-
ent chain mixtures. It can be seen that inclusion of a sma
amount of short chain molecules is very effective in lowerin
k as already found experimentally and predicted by detaile
molecular calculations.10

B. Spontaneous curvature

The elastic monolayer energy~4! can be separated into
chain, head group, and interfacial contributions,f el
5f ch1f int1f hg. The minimum off el with respect toc dic-
tates the spontaneous curvature. Forf int we use the simple
form f int5gaint with g50.12kT/Å2 denoting the effective
hydrocarbon water surface tension,20 andaint is the area per
chain measured at the interface. The chain contribution w
already discussed in the previous section. For simplicity w
assume that chain repulsions are concentrated in only o
interaction plane for each chain type, as in Eq.~18!. In the
system considered here, all molecules have the same h

o-

r

FIG. 4. Normalized bending rigidityk/kL as a function of compositionf
according to Eq.~13! for: r50.3 ~full line!, r50.5 ~dashed line!, andr50.7
~thick line!.
o. 9, 1 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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group structure, thus the head group interaction term is in
pendent of composition. But even in this case, head gr
interactions are difficult to model. Therefore, quite oft
head group interactions are written as a series expansion20 in
1/ahg. In order to keep the system analytically solvable
chose the formf hg;1/ahg

2 , whereahg is the head group are
per molecule. A similar approximation has been used
Ennis.21 Using B to measure the head group interacti
strength andb the proportionality constant in Eq.~18! we
write for the elastic energy

f el5gaint1
B

ahg
2 1bS f

nS
aS8

2 1~12f!
nL
aL8

2D . ~20!

Let b, hL , andhS denote the distances of the head grou
long chain, and short chain interaction planes from the in
face, respectively. Also, letz denote the distance between t
interface and the neutral surface, taken to be positive if
neutral surface lies inside the chain region. The areas
molecule at the planes of interaction change as a functio
the ~spherical! curvaturec and the area of the neutral surfa
a according to

ahg5a~112c~z1b!1c2~z1b!2!,

aint5a~112cz1c2z2!,
~21!

aS85a~112c~z2hS!1c2~z2hS!
2!,

aL85a
nL
n̄

~112c~z2hL!1c2~z2hL!2!,

where we have used again the approximationaS5a and
aL5anL/n̄. The free energy Eq.~20! is now used to find the
elastic constants in Eq.~4!, as well asa0 andc0 as a function
of composition.

Treating the monolayer as a part of a slightly bent
layer, we expand Eq.~20! with respect toc and a around
c50 anda5a0 . This yields

a0
35

2

g
G0 , c05

G1G0

5G2G024G1
2 ,

k5
g

G0
S 5G22

G1
2

G0
D , c5

g

3a08
3 , ~22!

where we have defined

Gi5Bbi1bFfnS~2hS!
i1~12f!

n̄2

nL
~2hL! i G ;

i51,2,3. ~23!

We also find that the position of the neutral surface
given byz52(2G1)/(3G0).

To implement Eq.~20! we need to choseaS8 andaL8 . A
reasonable choice for the chain interaction planes is the
sition of maximal lateral pressure for each component ins
the hydrophobic core.10 Molecular level calculations revea
that this plane remains, roughly, at the same position for
chain lengths. We use this fact to keep the chain interac
planes simply at constant distanceh from the hydrocarbon-
water interface, namely,
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hS5hL5h. ~24!

We find the remaining constants in such a way that for
pure long chain systemāL5a0~f50!, c̄L5c0~f50!, and
kL5k~f50! adopt certain given values~see Sec. V!. From
Eqs.~22! and ~24! we find

kL52gbh/5. ~25!

Now, using Eqs.~22!, ~24!, and~25! all for f50, we obtain
for the remaining unknown constants

h5
2kL
5bg

,

B5
āL
3gh

2~b1h!
,

b5
āL
3gb

2nL~b1h!
. ~26!

The volumes of the acyl chains,nS andnL in Eqs.~20!
and ~23! are calculated using the common formula fo
–~CH!2N21–CH3 chains: n5(N11)n with n527 Å3.10

Once,kL , b, and āL are determined the other relevant pa
rameters,h, B, andb can be calculated from Eq.~26!, for all
combinations of chain lengths. Calculations based on th
procedure are reported in Sec. V.

IV. MOLECULAR MEAN-FIELD CALCULATIONS

In this section we outline a detailed molecular theory o
chain packing in amphiphilic aggregates, which in Sec. V
used to calculate the elastic properties of the monolay
composing a bilayer.22 The sole assumption of this mean
field theory is that the hydrophobic bilayer core is liquidlik
and hence uniformly packed by chain segments. Our goa
to apply the molecular chain packing theory to calculate t
spontaneous curvaturec0~f! and bending rigidityk~f! of the
monolayer. To this end we must also include in our fre
energy expression the contributions due to head group rep
sion, surface tension and the mixing entropy. Thus we wr
fml5f ch1f hg1f int1fmix . All these terms exceptf ch are cal-
culated as in the previous section. The calculation of t
chain contribution is outlined next.

A. Theoretical background

The average conformational free energy per molecule
the mixed bilayer is given by

f ch
bl5~11x!@fEf ch,S

E 1~12fE! f ch,L
E #1~12x!

3@f I f ch,S
I 1~12f I ! f ch,L

I #

5~11x! f ch
E 1~12x! f ch

I , ~27!

where f ch,L
E is the ~composition dependent! free energy per

long chain in the external monolayer, etc. In the mean-fie
theory f ch,L

E is given by19

f ch,L
E 5(

aL

PL
E~aL!@ ẽ~aL!1PL

E~aL!ln PL
E~aL!#. ~28!

Here,PL
E(aL) denotes the probability of finding a long chain

in the external layer in conformationaL . ẽ(aL) is the inter-
No. 9, 1 September 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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nal, trans/gauche, energy for conformationaL . The expres-
sions forf ch,S

E as well as forf ch,L
I and f ch,S

I are defined analo
gously. The chains must fill up the volume of the hydr
phobic region, which changes its shape in the course
bending deformation. This shape can be expressed by a f
tion a(x) wherea(x)dx is the volume of a thin shellx,x
1dx; x denoting the normal distance of this shell from t
bilayer midplane. For a spherically bent bilayer with curv
ture cbl5c1

bl5c2
bl , we have

a~x!5abl~112cblx1~cblx!2!. ~29!

We denote byFL
E(x,aL) the number of segments be

longing to a long chain in conformationaL originating at the
external monolayer. Analogously we defineFS

E(x,aS),
FL
I (x,aL), and FS

I (x,aS). Summing up over all possible
conformations gives the average number of segments a
sition x, that is

^FL
E~x!&5(

aL

PL
E~aL!FL

E~x,aL!. ~30!

With these definitions, the packing constraints on
singlet probability distributions,PL

E(aL), etc., are

a~x!5~11x!@fE^FS
E~x!&1~12fE!^FL

E~x!&#

1~12x!@f I^FS
I ~x!&1~12f I !^FL

I ~x!&#. ~31!

Minimization of f ch
bl for all 2d<x<d subject to Eq.~31!

yields

PL
E~aL!5

1

qL
E expF2 ẽ2E

2d

d

p~x!FL
E~x,aL!dxG , etc.

~32!

Here, the Lagrange multipliersp(x) represent the latera
pressure profile that forces the chains to adopt, on avera
geometry dictated by Eq.~29!. In Eq.~32!, qL

E is the partition
function of the long chain component in the external mon
layer. The lateral pressure can be evaluated by substitu
Eq. ~32! into Eq. ~30! and this into the packing constrain
~31!. The result is an integral~self-consistency! equation for
p(x) that can be solved numerically. For this, a conveni
procedure is to divide the bilayer core into a number of la
ers ~usually of width'1.5 Å!. All possible bond sequence
for a given chain length are generated according to the
~rotational isomeric state! scheme.23 For each bond se
quence, some~usually 20–30! combinations of the overal
chain orientation and head group altitude~randomly chosen
within a region of61 Å from the interface! are sampled.
Then, each conformation for both the long and short chai
classified according to its segment distribution and inter
energy. Given this chain model, the only input parameter
numerically solving the integral equation areabl andcbl.

After inserting PL
E(aL), etc., back into Eq.~28!, the

chain free energy per molecule in the external monola
f ch
E , as defined in Eq.~27!, becomes
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f ch
E 5fES 2 ln qS

E2E
2d

d

p~x!^FS
E~x!&dxD 1~12fE!

3S 2 ln qL
E2E

2d

d

p~x!^FL
E~x!&dxD . ~33!

Note that f ch
E (abl,cbl,fE) is expressed as a function of

the area per molecule and the curvature, both measured a
bilayer midplane. If measured with respect to area and c
vature at the position of the neutral surface of the monolay
we may usef ch

E (abl,cbl,fE) 5 f ch(a,c,f) as the chain con-
tribution to the monolayer free energy. This can be compar
to Eq. ~4! in order to findc0 andk as a function of compo-
sition.

As already pointed out, we use a 1/a2 dependence for the
head group interactions. Then the free energy per molec
in the monolayer is

fml~a,c,f!5gaint1
B

ahg
2 1 f ch~a,c,f!1 fmix~f!. ~34!

The elastic part in this free energy~i.e., its first three
terms! is analogous to the compression model free ener
~20!, except that here the chain contribution is calculated
detail. The area per molecule at the interface and the he
group interaction plane are given by Eq.~21!

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section we present numerical calculations for th
bending rigidityk~f! and the spontaneous curvaturec0~f! as
a function of composition in different mixtures of long and
short chain amphiphiles, ranging from C-6 to C-16. We fir
discuss the results obtained using the molecular~mean-field!
calculations and then compare them to the compressio
model.

In the mean-field treatment the calculations include th
entire bilayer, but we focus on the free energy of one of i
constituent monolayers.

Once the elastic characteristics of such a monolayer
known, the bilayer energy can be evaluated via Eq.~6!. In
most of the continuum models the elastic energy of th
monolayer is represented by a quadratic expansion in cur
ture f el/a052k(c2c0)

2. Here,c0 is the curvature for which
the monolayer energy is minimal. This expression provides
reasonable approximation to the monolayer free energy in
planar bilayer providedc0 is small, that isuc0du!1 whered
is the monolayer thickness. Note thatkc0 and 2k are the
coefficients of the linear and quadratic terms off el . If uc0du
is not small, the elastic free energy of a moderately bent~i.e.,
c'0! monolayer can still be expanded in power series ofc,
but now aroundc50. Now the coefficients ofc2 andc can
be used to define anapparentbending rigidity and spontane-
ous curvature, but these will differ from thek andc0 corre-
sponding to expansion around the spontaneous geome
Most of the results presented below fork~f! andc0~f! refer
to thoseapparentcurvature elastic constants. Eventually w
will also compare the apparent and ‘‘real’’ quantities.

In all our molecular calculations we have fixed the hea
group interaction parametersB and b at B51300kBT Å4
No. 9, 1 September 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3846 S. May and A. Ben-Shaul: Stability of mixed amphiphilic layers
andb52.25 Å. These values were chosen to calibrate a p
C-12 monolayer to have vanishing spontaneous curvat
This implies that pure monolayers composed of lon
chains will have negative spontaneous curvature~stronger
chain repulsion!. Similarly, monolayers of shorter chains wi
have positive spontaneous curvatures. Of course, choo
another chain length to have zero spontaneous curva
would simply shift the set of results but would not modi
the qualitative trends.

Using the above numerical values ofb andB for C-12
chains also imply an equilibrium area per chain of 32.6
We may use these values as input parameters in the com
sional model. In this model, as in the molecular calculatio
we assume that a C-12 monolayer has a vanishing spon
ous curvature. From Eq.~26! we obtain a head group inter
action parameterB51600kBT Å4 which is somewhat highe
than the one used in the molecular calculations.

The apparent bending rigidity of several different co
binations of mixed monolayers are shown in Fig. 5. T
corresponding spontaneous curvatures of these mixtures
several additional ones are shown in Fig. 6. The figures c
trast the results obtained from the detailed molecular ca

FIG. 5. Bending rigidity as a function off of a mixed monolayer, for
several combinations of long and short chains.~A! Molecular calculations.
~B! Compression model calculations.

FIG. 6. Spontaneous curvature as a function off for a mixed monolayer, for
several combinations of long and short chains.~A! Molecular calculations.
~B! Compression model calculations.
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lation and the simplified compression model. We note th
despite the rather crude approximations involved in formu
lating the compression model, its predictions reveal reaso
ably good agreement with the more detailed molecular ca
culations.

The main result of our calculations involves the compo
sition ~f! dependence of the monolayer spontaneous curv
turec0~f!, as shown in Fig. 6. As noted in previous sections
it is often assumed in phenomenological models6,8,14

of membrane elasticity thatc0~f! varies linearly withf; in
our case fromc0

L5c0~f50! to c0
S5c0~f51!. From Fig. 6 it

is apparent that a linear variation ofc0~f! is indeed a rea-
sonable approximation for low, up to moderate, mole frac
tions of the short chain component, especially for mixture
with small chain length disparity. At higher values of shor
chain mole fractionsc0~f! exhibits a saturation behavior,
often passing through a weak maximum on the way t
c0(f51)5c0

S. From Fig. 6, which showsk~f! vsf we note
that a similar behavior characterizes the bending rigidity. A
ter a rapid falloff ofk~f! at lowf values the bending rigidity
approaches, slowly, the short chain limitk(f51)5kS .

From these results it follows that adding a small amoun
of short chains into a layer of long ones modifies the elast
behavior of the film to a considerably larger extent than i
the opposite case~of adding long chains to a short chain
monolayer!. The lowering of the bending rigidity of long
chain amphiphilic films by adding short chain~cosurfactant!
amphiphiles has already been noted theoretically10 ~also for
diblock copolymer bilayers11,12! and observed experi-
mentally.9 On the other hand, our findings concerning thef
dependence ofc0 is, to our knowledge, new.

An approximate, qualitative explanation of thef depen-
dencies ofc0~f! andk~f! may be given as follows. The short
chain amphiphiles incorporated into a layer of long chain
can be visualized as wedges, or spacers, pushing apart
head groups of the long amphiphiles and the first few cha
segments~those connected to the head groups!. They hardly
affect the terminal parts of the long chains. Accordingly, th
monolayer tends to bend ‘inwards’, towards the hydrophob
region, implying a~positive! increase in the monolayer spon-
taneous curvature. Also, beyond the region where the sh
and long chains overlap~i.e., away from the interface!, the
average cross sectional area of the long chains increases~see
Fig. 3! implying a rapid decrease ink with f.

FIG. 7. Comparison of real~diamonds! and apparent~triangles! spontaneous
curvature in a C-16/C-8 monolayer as a function off.
o. 9, 1 September 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Bending rigidities and spontaneous curvatures for pure monolayers of different chain length.kc and
c0
c are derived from the compression model,km andc0

m refer to the molecular calculations.

Chain C-7 C-8 C-10 C-12 C-14 C-16

kc/kBT 4.8 5.2 5.9 6.4 6.9 7.3
km/kBT 3.8 4.2 5.2 6.4 7.2 8.1
c0
c ~Å21! 0.0090 0.0065 0.0030 0 20.0022 20.0040
c0
m ~Å21! 0.0120 0.0080 0.0030 0 20.0020 20.0040
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On the other hand, when a small amount of long ch
amphiphiles are incorporated into a short chain monola
their terminal parts will protrude beyond the short chain
gime. ~In a bilayer the protruding segments will interdigita
into the opposite monolayer and/or occupy the central re
of the bilayer, around the midplane, see Fig. 3!. Thus, the
area per chain and the lateral pressure profile in the s
chain regime will hardly be affected, and one does not ex
a significant change inc0~f! or k~f! as f begins to fall
below 1.

Another result of our calculations concerns the chan
in molecular areas during bending deformations. Recall
in our analysis of the bilayer stability with respect to bend
deformations~Sec. II! it was assumed that the average cr
sectional area per molecule is kept at its equilibrium va
independent of composition. The results shown in Fig. 1
based on this assumption. The constant area assumptio
not been employed in our compression model nor in
molecular mean-field calculations. Namely, the area has
allowed to adjust so as to minimize the curvature free ene
Yet, in both types of calculations it was found that the c
stant area assumption is fulfilled to a high accuracy, and
all compositions. Typically, whena5a0'30 Å2 for the pla-
nar layer the variations ina during bending were no mor
thanDa;0.5 Å2.

Earlier in this section we have commented on the dif
ence between the real and apparent spontaneous curv
and bending rigidities. In Fig. 7 we compare the appa
spontaneous curvature and the real one. Since the curva
involved are small compared to the thickness of the mo
layer we expect the quadratic expansion of the free en
with respect to curvature to be a good approximation. In
7 we show, for the case of a C-14/C-8 mixture that this
indeed the case.

Another interesting aspect of the calculations conce
the chain length dependence of the elastic properties of
monolayers. In Table I we present the numerical values
tained using the compression model and the mean-
theory for the bending moduli and spontaneous curvature
pure C-7 to C-16 monolayers.

Apart from the satisfactory agreement between the
types of calculations we note thatk increases roughly lin
early with chain length. This should be contrasted with then3

dependence of the chain contribution to the bending rigi
suggested by the compressional model, see Eq.~17!. The
difference should be attributed to the inclusion of the h
group and interfacial contributions to the bending free
ergy. Qualitatively, since these two contributions are in
pendent of chain length, they obviously moderate the str
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,ed¬05¬Dec¬2003¬to¬132.64.1.37.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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n dependence implied by the chain calculations alone. T
trends observed for the spontaneous curvature are quite
vious. Calibratingc0 to be zero for C-12 chains, it is ex
pected that as the chain length~and hence chain repulsion!
increases beyondn512 the monolayer would tend to ben
negatively, with an opposite trend forn,12.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In Sec. I we have presented a thermodynamic stabi
analysis to examine the possibility of spontaneous vesi
formation in mixed bilayers composed of amphiphiles of d
ferent chain length. Using reasonable molecular values
head group and chain interactions we concluded that a s
ond order transition from a planar to a curved vesicle geo
etry in such systems is unlikely in a randomly mixed bilaye
However, this does not exclude the possibility of spontan
ous vesiculation in nonideally mixed layers. It would ther
fore be of interest to formulate a molecular level mod
which may predict nonideal chain mixing and subseque
lateral phase separation in mixed amphiphilic monolayers
is also possible that the bilayer to vesicle transition will be
first order, especially in view of the experiments reported
Ref. 4, where the two aggregation geometries were found
coexist in solution. Theoretical calculations of first ord
transformations have recently been presented for the ves
to micelle14,16 transition and could in principle be also ap
plied to the transition from a planar bilayer to a vesicle.

As noted at several junctures in previous sections
spontaneous curvature of mixed amphiphilic layers is oft
modeled as a linear combination of the spontaneous cur
tures of the pure components. Our molecular level calcu
tions suggest that this is a reasonable approximation up
moderate short chain mole fractions, with a saturation beh
ior towards the pure short chain limit. These results, apart
being of interest in their own right, could be implemented
subsequent phenomenological models of mixed amphiph
layers.
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